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From the secular to the sacred, the everyday to
the extraordinary, the Indiana University Museum of
Archaeology and Anthropology exhibits, curates, and
studies the objects and experiences that make us
human and tell the story of humanity. As part of
Indiana University’s educational and research
missions, we increase the accessibility of our
research and collections in order to bring university,
Indigenous, and public audiences together in a
respectful dialogue that increases knowledge of the
material world in the service of social justice and
environmental stewardship.
~ The IUMAA Mission Statement

A New Beginning
The Indiana University Museum of Archaeology and Anthropology (IUMAA) is a new research center,
museum, and laboratory formed from the Glenn A. Black Laboratory of Archaeology (GBL) and the Mathers Museum
of World Cultures (MMWC). The IUMAA is located on the Indiana University Bloomington Campus and fully supports
the university mission to create, disseminate, preserve, and apply knowledge in all its forms. Both previous institutions
successfully supported the IU mission by making important contributions to education and research by providing
opportunities for students, researchers, cultural groups, and community organizations to engage with cultures both
past and present, while inspiring people to consider our collective futures. We strive to create an institutional ethos that
celebrates cultural diversity, shares multiple perspectives, and values social justice and environmental stewardship. Our
mission embodies this philosophy.
Bringing the two institutions and their robust collections together will have synergistic benefits for Indiana University,
our partners, researchers, and visitors. Building a modern museum that presents opportunities to celebrate material
culture will create a place where people can access a huge variety of objects that have meaning to diverse groups of
people. Curating such a range of objects will create new ways of organizing ethnological research and promote new
connections between people and objects. The added breadth of objects we collect, curate, and research will also catalyze
novel approaches to object-based teaching and pedagogy, while spawning new ways of understanding how knowledge
is created. Furthermore, the new museum will expand international cultural understanding for Indiana residents, IU
students, and other visitors by acting as a gateway for knowledge exchange through the study of material culture.
Because we collect material culture, and the people who created the objects we curate are from diﬀerent places in the
world, the IUMAA will highlight interpretations from the source communities as well as those of students and scholars
who study the artifacts and objects we care for. Bringing international perspectives to Bloomington will serve to enrich
the region and state while helping to promote cross-cultural understanding and respect. In this way, the museum serves
the educational, economic, and cultural development of the state, university, and region. Descendant communities will be
given a voice in our institution and those voices will act as a lens through which we explore culture. Similarly, the lenses

“...a world-class museum whose collections and
research resources, dynamic exhibits, engaging and
accessible programming, and other outreach eﬀorts
will serve IU’s education and research missions and
make it a leading destination for scholars, students,
and the public.”
-Michael McRobbie, President, Indiana University

of race, gender, and sexuality are inherent in our understandings of culture, and our work will help highlight how these
forces impact the communities we work with and the objects we steward. Culture does not happen in a vacuum
and we understand that the Earth and our environments are significant factors contributing to the development of
culture. Environmental protection and stewardship are important topics in archaeology and anthropology and we
intend to promote them through our research, teaching, and exhibitions.
In order to achieve this vision, the IUMAA has committed to opening the museum and our collections to a wider
audience. The renovation design of the new facility turns the museum and laboratory spaces “inside-out” by
encouraging visitors to visit portions of the museum typically oﬀ limits to public visitors. We aim to bring people who
have been on the outside in, by providing greater opportunity for in-person and virtual visitors to see more of our
collections and how we conduct our daily business. This means that our renovated spaces will have windows into
areas where staﬀ, students, and researchers are working on projects. Visitors can interact with IUMAA workers who
might be 3D scanning new collections or visitors can view how artifacts are cleaned by archaeological staﬀ after
they return from the field. We will have more of our collections available online so interested individuals can access
collections remotely. The IU Museum of Archaeology and Anthropology will become a leader in museum-based digital
humanities curation, heritage informatics, and digital social sciences that serve a worldwide audience.
This museum represents a new era for Indiana University. Educational paradigms are changing, and classroom
education represents an ever-smaller portion of the educational landscape than before. The open structure of the
IUMAA will oﬀer a concept of diversity and inclusivity that leads to new and diﬀerent avenues to knowledge creation,
curation, dissemination, and application. Our strategic plan over the next 3-4 years and core priorities are the focus
of this document. The reader should realize that our exhibits and education preparation time is not adequately
represented in this document.

PRI O RI T Y 1 . OP ENNESS: CREATE A WELCO M IN G S PACE WIT H O PPO RT UN ITI ES FO R
AU DIEN C ES TO ENGAGE WITH THE WO R K O F T H E M US EUM .

The IUMAA holds in public trust cultural, historical, ethnographic, and ethnological artifacts of
people of the world, and serves as stewards and interpreters of these legacies. As a museum
and public trust institution, we are obligated and committed to ensure all audiences are invited,
welcomed, and encouraged to engage with their heritage and that of additional cultures from
around the world. To facilitate this, we strive to provide visitors with an understanding of the
institution that houses this material culture.

Objective 1.1 Renovate the museum
“inside-out,” addressing both the physical
infrastructure and the institutional
organization to facilitate visibility
and transparency
STRATEGY A. Make the work of the museum more
accessible to everyone by opening formerly private
spaces
» Redesign the museum concept to permit greater
access to museum work and collections throughout
the museum buildings
»We will create a secure visitor corridor in basement
to allow “behind-the-scenes” exploration of museum
areas that were previously oﬀ-limits to visitors
Looking North in the Collections Corridor

STRATEGY B. Make collections more accessible
through open storage and programming that
highlights the museum’s inside-out philosophy
»Take collections out of the closeted spaces and build
open storage cabinetry and casework to display
large numbers of objects
»Educational programming will highlight research
questions and interpretations pertaining to
collections displayed in open visible storage
»Create exhibits that can be loaned to Indigenous,
source, and online communities

STRATEGY C. Make collections accessible online
»In order to share our collections with interested
parties around the world, we will embark on a
decades-long project to digitize our collections
and provide them to online audiences in both
photographic and three dimensional formats

Underwater Archaeology Lab

Objective 1.2 Create an inviting
atmosphere
STRATEGY A. Enhance lobby and exhibition hall
presentations and visitor-orientation
»Redesign entrance and lobby of the museum to
soften the brutalistic exterior
»Provide enhanced ADA accessibility
» Collaborate with regional Native American
horticulturalists to add native plant species to the
exterior walkways
»Install new front desk in lobby entrance and include a
welcome attendant
»Mount monitors near the welcome desk to orient
visitors within the museum
»Create space in the museum dedicated to helping
communities heal, particularly those who have
experienced genocide, and forced removal
from homelands

STRATEGY B. Develop an excellent,
visitor-oriented front-line staﬀ
»Initiate training for forward-facing staﬀ members
and docents to introduce a new concept of
accessibility and inclusion

Objective 1.3 Create memorable and
impactful exhibits
STRATEGY A. Invite more collaboration and
participation in exhibit development by source
communities who are culturally aﬃliated to our
collections
» Consult with Indigenous groups for exhibit design,
content development, research questions, and
messaging
»Work with many IU Departments to expand
perspectives on the connections our collections
make and oﬀer opportunities to faculty curators to
develop research related exhibitions
»Create a larger number of exhibitions to increase
conceptual diversity and display a larger portion of
our collections

STRATEGY B. Implement and utilize visitor
research to enhance visitor experience
»Work with IU to implement discussions and/or
focus groups with students, researchers, and public
audiences to obtain feedback

STRATEGY C. Increase and enhance the range and
number of interactive experiences for visitors
»Increase use of technology in the halls
» Develop Virtual reality exhibit(s) for Angel Mounds
»Digitize exhibit collections and make them available
online

STRATEGY D. Oﬀer opportunities for visitors to
learn about the exhibit development
»Create places for visitors to see exhibit research,
development, and preparation
»Explain exhibit development for website visitors and
students

STRATEGY E. Create thought-provoking exhibits
that are relevant to contemporary issues, social
justice, and environmental stewardship
»Use current cultural events to show uncommon
perspectives and those of underrepresented groups
»Connect current events with those of the past in
order to prompt visitors to consider the future
»Present multiple voices that consider new ways of
thinking

Objective 1.4 Commit ourselves and the
institution to welcoming all audiences
»Participate in training and workshops that address
diversity and inclusion
»Address diversity and inclusion concerns by
developing an institutional statement pledging
actions and accountability

PRI O RI T Y 2. CO M M U NICATIO N S : I N C R EAS E VI S I B I LI TY O F MUS EU M
AND I TS COLL ECTIONS A ND RESE ARC H. MAI N TAI N , EN HAN C E, AN D

Communications, utilizing a wide away of tools and channels, enables the museum to
inform and educate audiences regarding its collections, programs, exhibits, research, and
other services. It also serves as a means to develop and cultivate donors and partners. In
most cases, communication activities (including marketing) provide the first contact
between the institution and its public.
Objective 2.1 Introduce IUMAA from
merger of GBL/MMWC
STRATEGY A. Announce temporary physical
closing of GBL/MMWC buildings in preparation
merger, move, and renovation
»Develop and disseminate press release, discuss
mission and conceptual vision
»Develop timeline for communications each week.
»Describe inside-out museum, expected future
practices, and benefits of this concept

STRATEGY B. Disseminate museum oﬀerings
for informal, non-classroom educational
opportunities
»Tout distance learning and learning laboratory to
professors and teachers
»Broadcast collections-based research
opportunities that provide student training and
practical museum career experience
» Engage with targeted graduate and
undergraduate student associations on campus

STRATEGY C. Work with other university
programs and resources to reach new assistant
professors in order to provide museum tours and
explain how IUMAA can support them
»Partner with VPFAA Oﬃce and Dean of the Faculty
to reach new IU professors
»Meet with new faculty and departments every

Objective 2.2 Create IUMAA brand and
expand presence to state, national, and
international audiences
STRATEGY A. Leverage partnerships with IUMAA
researchers
»Become an outlet for IU cultural research
dissemination
»Expand the number and breadth of IUMAA faculty
researchers

STRATEGY B. Establish and grow connections
with IU Alumni
»Attend two IU Alumni Association events each
» Market the IUMAA as a meeting place and host
one IU Alumni event each semester

STRATEGY C. Initiate and expand work with
international audiences
»Develop reciprocal relationships with international
universities and museums
»Create opportunities for staﬀ to attend
international conferences
»Promote use of international collections

Objective 2.3 Develop IUMAA
channels for communication to create
excitement for the new museum
STRATEGY A. Establish social media accounts
for Twitter, Facebook, Instagram, YouTube
»Develop messaging platform prioritizing
information explaining who we are and what we
will become.
»Post on social media accounts at least every
other day
»Develop social media voice to attract students,
researchers, faculty, and donors
»Develop social media plan to create anticipation
for our grand opening

STRATEGY B. Develop and enhance IUMAA
website presence
»Use website to target audiences with information
sharing programs
»Expand fundraising opportunities of the website
and add a “GIVE NOW” button
»Promote partner institutions and their events
through links and guest platforms
»Establish IUMAA listings for campus and
community calendars and departmental
publications
»Create links to resources promoting
environmental stewardship

E XPAND ONG OING CONVERSATIO N S W I TH SU PPO RTERS AN D VI S I TO RS VI A
M ULT I P LE P LATFORM S.

STRATEGY C. Develop Indigenous Voices on
the website
»Establish links to tribal museums and colleges and
Indigenous communities
»Provide a forum for Indigenous students,
researchers, and faculty to discuss contemporary
issues and concerns
»Foster an exchange of ideas and cultures by
providing discussion space for multiple perspectives
»Create links to resources promoting social justice

STRATEGY D. Work with Strategic Campus Advancement to develop and communicate fundraising strategy
»See Core Priority #7 for details

STRATEGY E. Establish IUMAA newsletters to
promote teaching and research stories
»Initiate IUMAA constituent relationship management
activities by creating Enewsletters
»Establish IUMAA Print Newsletter for printing each
semester

STRATEGY F. Interact with public community to
generate interest and market the IUMAA brand
»Participate in community events such as First
Thursdays or Lotus Fest
»Develop message that creatively and memorably
promotes new museum as an important
multicultural institution
»Develop materials and memorable giveaways
»Describe student opportunities at the museum and
create excitement
»Support local cultural and environmental events by
attending and participating

Objective 2.4 Create excitement for opening
of IUMAA
STRATEGY A. Create and follow Communications
Plan
»Place schedule of communications on calendar
»Develop cohesive marketing plan with brand
messaging and roll out on communication schedule

STRATEGY B. Highlight the new approaches
»Promote Inside-Out approach, new design, and new
building with marketing campaign targeting students,
researchers, and partner institution programs
»Create marketing material that one must turn “insideout”
»Promote museum as a “broader Impacts” partner for
researchers across the IU community. Show how we
can be an outlet for research and granting work.
»Highlight new technology in exhibits by oﬀering
teasers and tidbits on our website
»Design and produce exhibit-based postcards and other
giveaways
»Create signage that promotes core exhibit for
placement across campus
»Place teaser exhibits at IMU, Hotel, and other hightraﬃc public spaces

STRATEGY C. Celebrate IUMAA Opening and promote related events
»Develop opening “themes” or concept(s)
»Develop and produce opening materials, including
invitations, posters/flyers, print and radio ads,
buswraps
»Institute the “one-minute” video (and/or audio for
radio) that educates audiences about a particular
object, artifact, or topic
»Ask audiences to identify extremely magnified
artifacts or objects related to museum opening, and
provide prizes to selected winners

CURRENT AFFAIRS AND THE MUSEUM
This is a diﬃcult time for all museums everywhere. The
global Coronavirus pandemic has changed the way people interact
in public settings, resulting in far fewer people visiting public spaces,
which in turn, has led to the temporary closure of most museums
worldwide. Additional challenges born from the ensuing financial
and health crises, political instability, and racial injustice, combined
with rapid climate and environmental change has created a
precarious situation for the survival of all museums. The American
Alliance of Museums forecasts a loss of museum sector revenue
totaling $33 million per day resulting from the pandemic in the
United States of America alone. They further estimate that 30% of
for-profit and smaller-sized museums will permanently close.
Prior to the Coronavirus pandemic, some museums had embraced
“non-traditional” museum practices that included online exhibitions
and searchable databases, distance learning, and social media as
ways to reach those who might not be able to visit the museum in
person. This method can also be eﬀective in enticing younger
audiences, accustomed to web-based knowledge gathering, to visit
the museum virtually. In many cases, museums with strong online
presence have fared better than most, but the financial burdens of
having few visitors has resulted in scaled-back exhibits, personnel
furloughs and layoﬀs, and a number of museum closures. State and
Federally funded museums may be less aﬀected in the short term
because they are supported by taxpayer funding. University
museums like the IUMAA are often similarly supported, and because
their missions typically include teaching and research, additional
funding from collaborative grants and a broadened base of donors
can sustain many through these uncertain times. Clearly, we are in
the midst of a very diﬃcult time for museums, and the industry is
facing paradigm shifts in both content delivery and funding sources.

PRIORITY 3. EDUCATION: SUPPORT BOTH THE IUMAA AND IU MISSIONS THROUGH
T HE PRES E NTATIO N O F SCHO LARLY RES EARCH V IA TOURS, CURR ICULUM -BAS E D
OPPORT UN ITIES, STU DENT TRAIN IN G, PRO G RA M S, A N D EXH IB IT IO N S

Education is a critical function in the museum and is rooted in all other aspects of the
museum’s work. The acquisition and stewardship of objects enables knowledge creation and
sharing with all audiences and enables us to learn from those audiences as well. Research
enhances our knowledge and the richness and depth of content available for program and
exhibit development. And exhibitions, programs, tours, teaching, and online services provide
mediums for sharing content and facilitating learning. Additionally, the unique nature of the
academic museum enables us to train and prepare next generation researchers, museum
scholars, and museum professionals.
Objective 3.1 Use IUMAA collections,
exhibits, and archives to facilitate
meaningful learning experiences
STRATEGY A. Foster increased interest in IUMAA
collections while renovations are underway
»Conduct collections based learning experiences at
Morrison Hall with IU faculty
»Conduct public programs that center our collections
at least once per semester
»Use the “First Thursdays” programs to create
collections interest and fuel discussions
»Participate in the IU Library’s Primary Sources
Immersion Program
»Create short films of exhibit research for use online.
Loop films on the monitors in the basement

STRATEGY B. Create more spaces for object and
archive-based teaching
»Make the Teaching Gallery hands-on, accessible, and
flexible to enable learning
»Work with exhibits team to facilitate object research
in exhibit halls
»Create self–guided activities for children and young
adults to perform their own “research” in galleries
and secure corridor

STRATEGY C. Use new Learning Lab for
demonstrations, workshops, distance education
»Devise procedures and protocols for Learning Lab
»Develop distance education programs for K-12
audiences and community-based audiences
»Conduct traditional arts workshops led by Native
peoples, long-time Hoosiers, and/or immigrant
populations

STRATEGY D. Promote Inside-Out concept;
allow more people into inner working areas of
museum
»Develop scripts and training materials for
docents/guides
»Develop a pool of researchers willing to work in
the galleries

Objective 3.2 Broaden the range of
programs to develop interest and learning/
teaching opportunities
STRATEGY A. Partner with IU schools,
departments, and student groups to broaden
participation
»Co-produce three events each year with
departments or schools in order to introduce their
audiences to the IUMAA and build our brand

»Aggressively promote IUMAA space to student
organizations for use in social and academic pursuits
»Explore potential partnerships with mental health
resources on campus to diversify the motivation
students have for visiting IUMAA
»Incorporate contemporary issues such as
environmental sustainability, racial justice, and
governance into museum activities
»Collaborate with IU Underwater Archaeology
Program for research and exhibits

STRATEGY B. Organize “making” events for
university and public audiences
»Reimagine family craft days to include culturallysensitive activities that teach cultural diversity
»Conduct craft workshops or other activities during
Welcome Week; help students map the campus
»Leverage existing campus resources around textile
production and dyeing

STRATEGY C. Enhance online programming to
serve audiences that can’t be physically present
»Archive talks, demonstrations, or other programs
online
»Create activities to accompany our online databases
»In collaboration with area teachers,make available
online curricula and lesson plans

STRATEGY D. Partner with Traditional Arts Indiana
and other programs to bring one IU Lifelong
learning program into the museum each semester

Objective 3.3 Deliver programs for
Pre-K-12 educators and students and
create exhibits and learning opportunities
focused exclusively on children
STRATEGY A. Align museum with relevant K-12
curriculum standards
»Develop standardized tours, lesson plans, and
resources for long-term exhibits and make them
available online
»Hire and train guides in tour techniques
»Establish and develop working relationships with
administrative personnel in local public school
districts.

STRATEGY B. Foster memorable and educative
experiences in the museum for children
»Utilize dialogue-based tours to construct meaning in
an active and engaged way
»Recruit volunteers and staﬀ committed to highquality experiences for children
»Create spaces and opportunities in the exhibits for
hands-on, object-based learning using replicas or 3D
models of objects that children can handle

STRATEGY C. Position the museum as an
important partner to the homeschool community
»Determine the needs of homeschool community
»Develop communication strategy to reach regional
homeschool organizations
»Oﬀer regularly recurring homeschool days

Objective 3.4 Conduct Educational and
Visitor Studies Research
STRATEGY A. Create partnerships with School of
Education, School of Public Health, Psychology,
and other departments to facilitate visitor studies
and educational research
» Recruit faculty to research visitor experiences,
reactions, and recommendations

Objective 3.5 Support emerging, new, and
existing programs that center the use of
material culture for teaching and learning
STRATEGY A. Provide opportunities for new
Curatorship MA students to obtain real-world
museum experience
»Seek and recruit MA Curatorship participants to
work on IUMAA collections
»Fund additional internships for students
»Reestablish a robust practica program that was put
on hold due to COVID-19
»Oﬀer annual symposium on student and faculty
material culture research at IUMAA

STRATEGY B. Provide practica, internships, work
study, and other opportunities for students
»Promote opportunities at IUMAA through classroom
visits, Freshman activities, and other face to face
interactions
»Partner with Kelley School of Business to foster the
next generation of philanthropists

STRATEGY C. Use material culture to teach about
cultures distant in time or space by focusing on
contemporary issues such as social justice or
environmental stewardship
»Develop programming with Earth and Atmospheric
Sciences, SPEA, and others that provide contexts
for discussions related to environmental and climate
change
»Show how material culture can change because of
environmental circumstances
»Incorporate environmental education into exhibits
»Use a ubiquitous object type to teach about
common aspects of the human condition through
time

Objective 3.6 Enhance IU school/
department awareness and support
STRATEGY A. Continue to integrate museum into
campus class oﬀerings (writing classes, design
and history courses, informatics classes, etc.)
»In FY 22 identify likely partners and develop
relationships
»in FY 23 host these partners and identify additional
potential partners
»Augment program with VPFAA to attract new
professors to IUMAA

Objective 3.7 Increase use of our online
collections
STRATEGY A. Develop materials to support teaching with digitized collections
»Create easy to follow instruction guide for searching
and teaching with the collections
»Provide a few lists of themed collections and develop
teaching materials

Our Collections
The IUMAA is uniquely situated to learn and teach about Indiana’s deep past, its more
recent history, and its relationship to cultures of the world. The museum brings together
two major collections: the Glenn A. Black Laboratory collection of Indiana and Midwestern
archaeological and documentary resources, and the Mathers Collections of ethnographic,
folkloric, and historic cultural objects from all inhabited continents. Material culture that
expresses human ingenuity and resilience when confronted with social and cultural
challenges unites these collections. Their combination within one museum allows
unprecedented opportunities to use a wider variety of approaches to analyze interpretive
frameworks in ways that create new knowledge.
The creation of the IUMAA provides a rare opportunity to examine current holdings of the GBL
and Mathers Collection, asking which artifacts will aid us in fulfilling our mission and vision,
and focusing the new acquisitions of materials and information that support them. New
acquisitions must consist of both objects and documentation that facilitate teaching while
creating innovative opportunities for significant research. The IUMAA does not “own” these
resources. We care for them both ethically and legally on behalf of the people whose stories
we document and share. We strive to create and maintain open access to our collections for
all people.

Left: Amado Garcia, Amomita, Valencia County, New Mexico, Infantry man, Co. K, 110th Inf., 28th Div.,
1962-08-6409; Deer femur with an embedded projectile point, W11A-12825-5.2

Top: Crib, Pakistan, 1965-42-0081; Lute made by Hans
Renqvist, late 18th century, Estonia, 1962-07-003; Weasel
carving made by Cherokee carver B. Nations, early 1970s,
North Carolina, 1973-19-0029

P R I O R I T Y 4 . R E S E A R C H : C O N D U C T A N D FA C I L I TAT E R E S E A R C H W I T H
ARCHAEOLOGICAL AND ETHNOGRAPHIC COLLECTIONS, AS WELL AS IN MUSEUM
S T U D I E S A N D E D U C AT I O N A L P R A C T I C E S , A N D S H A R E F I N D I N G S .

Material culture research enhances our understanding of our collections and broadens artifact
or object use in public-facing programs and exhibitions while adding to our knowledge of the
people who made and used the artifacts. Fieldwork research also enables us to undertake study
beyond our collections and our four walls. Museum and educational practices research provides
us an opportunity to contribute to our fields of practice while extending the museum and the
university’s impact beyond campus-based activities
Objective 4.1 Develop a progressive
research agenda that builds toward
particular goals
STRATEGY A. Introduce potential researchers to
the scope and content of holdings
»Create research guides for archaeological and
ethnographic collections
»Consult with academic and Indigenous specialists
to evaluate topics like human adaptation, culture
change, racial justice, environmental and climate
change research
»Identify collections-based research questions to help
encourage student work
»Present IUMAA research at two professional
conferences/year. Help fund attendance

Objective 4.2 Provide more research
opportunities for faculty, students,
Indigenous partners, and staﬀ
STRATEGY A. Expand knowledge of IUMAA
collections across campus, the IU community, and
regionally
»Create and implement Communications Plan
»Write one grant each semester that is specifically
designed to enhance research
»Expand archaeological fieldwork regionally and in
Indiana that includes students and faculty from
diﬀerent campuses, departments, or institutions
»Build visitor evaluation and learning science
education research
»Partner with the School of Social Work or the School
of Education to document and research the role of
our museum in the local community

STRATEGY B. Increase faculty curatorship
participation in exhibits and research
»Determine process for course release permissions
and facilitate for faculty

»Define faculty curator position and responsibilities
and eﬀectively recruit faculty
»Write one grant each year that includes funding for
faculty curators

STRATEGY C. Increase staﬀ peer-reviewed
publication output
»Develop collections-based research questions that
parallel IUMAA work
»Routinely publish Reports of Investigations of
ongoing museum work
»Establish an institution wide writing group that
meets for one hour each week

Objective 4.3 Build and reconfigure spaces
to enable traditional and non-traditional
research
STRATEGY A. Create laboratory spaces that
facilitate research, documentation, and imaging
»Create more space in the collections and laboratory
areas by adding compact storage
»Initiate material science research, microscopic
capabilities, 3-d imaging, and Geographic
Information Systems

Objective 4.4 Develop Archaeological
Management Plan for Angel Mounds in
collaboration with many
STRATEGY A. Work with Angel Mounds aﬃliated
tribes to establish future archaeological research
»Create a diverse Advisory Council to evaluate future
field-based research projects
»Outline, write, and publish the Plan in consultation
with tribal colleagues

STRATEGY B. Work with Indiana State Museum
(ISM) to define stewardship responsibilities for
the care and maintenance of the archaeological
resources at the site
»Dovetail AMP with the Cultural Landscape Report
authored by the ISM

Objective 4.5 With collaborators, create
and support Indigenous-centered research
programs
STRATEGY A. Develop regional research questions related to IUMAA collections or field work
»Work with tribal partners in the Midwest to study our
collections
»Increase targeted work on Ohio Valley, including the
Great Lakes Ohio Valley Ethnographic collection
»Publish research and work based on activity:
Repatriating Angel Mounds
»Complete Indiana Archaeology volume

STRATEGY B. Work with source communities
from around the world and interested professors
to increase collections-based research on our
ethnographic Mathers Collection
»Locate Near Eastern and Syrian communities
associated with the Birnbaum Collection
»Increase awareness of ethnographic collections with
IU academic community

Objective 4.6 Develop Materials Science
Laboratory mission and capabilities
STRATEGY A. Document research questions that
can be addressed with the laboratory capabilities
»Work with Chief Curator, faculty, staﬀ, students and
researchers to begin research

P R I O R I T Y 5 . P R E S E R V AT I O N : O B S E R V E B E ST P R A C T I C E S I N E V E R Y
A S P E C T O F C O L L E C T I O N S C U R AT I O N .

Preservation of the collections is a core function of the museum but goes beyond the care of
the physical objects themselves. Diligent record keeping and documentation, attention to
legal and ethical concerns, acknowledgement of problems and issues related to past actions
and interpretations are all of part the act of preservation—of the objects and the knowledge
they contain. Given the nature of the public trust and best practices, the highest benchmarks
in professional museum practice must be maintained.
Objective 5.2 Improve storage
arrangements in renovated IUMAA
building
STRATEGY A. Complete storage and rehousing
projects
»Continue SAT Project in Morrison Hall and complete
by December 2021
»Develop plan for returning collections to renovated
museum
»Develop plans for moving and loading compact
storage shelving
»Seek and obtain grant funding for collections
rehabilitation

Objective 5.3 Prioritize and digitize
collections; make research, teaching, and
exhibition accessible online
Objective 5.1 Review all holdings and
assess their value to the IUMAA and
audiences
STRATEGY A. Review collections for use in
museum’s research, teaching, and exhibition
programs
»Create 5-year strategic plan for collections
prioritizing rehabilitation and legacy data
»Examine condition, contextual resources, and
artifact duplication in each collection
»Assess collecting policies and deaccession objects
that no longer fit IUMAA mission
»Develop collection strategies to prioritize object
types needed to complete collections

STRATEGY A. Develop strategic plan
for digitization
»Prioritize collections for 3D or photo digitization
»Create digitization timeline and procedures including
photogrammetry and online exhibits
»Develop online database structure and promote use
of online collections
»Purchase 3D PhotoBox or tools in 2020 to facilitate
digitization

STRATEGY B. Develop digital infrastructure and
workflow for digitization
»Identify university data preservation and
management tools in order to build secure, durable,
and accessible storage of digital assets

STRATEGY C. Publish digital catalogs
»Showcase collections by developing timeline and
plan for catalog publications
»Seek funding to support development, advertising,
and publication of catalogs

P R I O R I T Y 6 . C O L L A B O R AT I O N : E N G A G E W I T H OT H E R I N ST I T U T I O N S
A N D E N T I T I E S T H R O U G H PA R T N E R S H I P S F O C U S E D O N S H A R E D G O A L S

Collaboration enables the museum to broaden its outreach to audiences and provide greater
access to its collections, research, exhibits, and programs. Working with partnering
organizations in Central and South America will lead to an understanding of influence and
contact between societies separated by time and space. Working with groups across a wide
range of disciplines will create opportunities for descendant communities and culturally
affiliated audiences to be more engaged and directly participate in the museum’s work.
Objective 6.1 Initiate collaborations and
build partnerships with other museums
and institutions with similar missions and
collections
STRATEGY A. Work with museums in Central and
South America to explore the history of influences
and contact between geographic areas

Objective 6.2 Increase campus integration
with IUB schools, departments, centers,
and institutes
STRATEGY A. Expand engagement with
international student organizations and
area studies
»Begin collaborations with Title VI institutions and
programs at IU

»Work with IU Mexico Gateway to establish relationships with museums and institutions

»Become a venue for talks, symposia, exhibits and
“broader impacts” for grants

»Collaborate with researchers who understand and
study complex societies and ties to North America
through material culture and evidence of shared
intellectual activity

»Use questionnaires to understand international
needs at OVPIA, SGIS, Area Studies, social research
centers and International graduate student
organizations

»Establish loan reciprocities

STRATEGY B. Establish relationships with North
American cultural and archaeological museums
»Visit or contact 2 regional museums each semester
to forge relationships

STRATEGY B. Develop and create a catalog of
teaching collections for classroom use
»Use questionnaires to understand undergraduate,
graduate, and faculty perceptions and needs.
»Prioritize partnerships and tailor catalogs
to audiences

Objective 6.3 Partner with Native
American and other communities of origin
to support their needs
STRATEGY A. Involve Indigenous and
underrepresented perspectives and people in
exhibitions, interpretation, and programming
»Schedule meetings with tribal colleagues to consult
about museum oﬀerings
»Provide a voice to cultural groups through museum
exhibits and programming
»Develop special opportunities for research, study,
programming, and exhibits for members of
recognized tribes of Indiana
»Host yearly symposia on Native American
perspectives, research, and concerns

STRATEGY B. Build on the work of Native
American Summer Fellowship in connecting the
museum to Indigenous communities
»Learn community needs by meeting with
stakeholders and interested parties
»Facilitate relationships by increasing grant writing
eﬀorts for Native graduate students

»Establish reciprocal relationships between IUMAA
and tribal schools that allow for educational
experiences for IU students, tribal members, and
interested parties

Objective 6.4 Maintain and expand
partnerships in Bloomington and
surrounding areas
STRATEGY A. Support K-12 and homeschool
instructors via in-person or online resources
STRATEGY B. Maintain and expand partnerships with community organizations via exhibit,
program, and online support

P R I O R I T Y 7. S U P P O R T : R E S P O N S I B LY P L A N F O R F I N A N C I A L S E C U R I T Y

Expanding funding for the IUMAA is critical to the museum’s financial security and its goals. As
a new institution born in difficult times, it is imperative that the museum seek new funding
sources within and outside of the university in order to ensure the institution and its goals can
be achieved.
Objective 7.1 Create a comprehensive
development plan for IUMAA

Objective 7.3 Increase grant applications
and support

STRATEGY A. Fundraising plan will incorporate
target audiences interested in collections,
education, preservation, and cultural heritage

STRATEGY A. Review federal, state, and private
foundation grants every month

»Coordinate fundraising campaigns to focus on
alumni and IU priorities
»Secure endowment funding, increase general fund,
add chaired curatorships, new positions, and student
fellowships

Objective 7.2 Increase donor base and
donor stewardship activities
STRATEGY A. Work with Strategic Campus
Advancement (SCA) to establish fundraising board
»Review, prioritize, and recruit board members
»Establish board responsibilities

STRATEGY B. Increase donor cultivation
»Engage IU Foundation to integrate donor lists
»Work with IU Foundation to utilize regional
development oﬃcers

»Participate in available training and preparation for
grant research and review
»Develop and submit at least two external grants each
semester
»Create 3-year timeline of grant submission queue

STRATEGY B. Become a resource for IUB grant
writers who need to consider broader impacts,
knowledge dissemination, and public research
engagement
»Actively promote this idea with departments,
centers, and IU Research Administration

STRATEGY C. Increase internal support from
grants and funding from IU departments and
Schools
»Survey Presidential Arts and Humanities, Themester,
and Globalfest funding opportunities

»Meet with at least 2 potential donors every semester

»Seek funding from Title IX centers in support of
relevant public programs or exhibits

»Engage in IU Crowdfunding Opportunities (IU Day) to
recruit new donors

»Seek funding from IU departments/schools to
support public programs or exhibits

»Utilize guest contacts and registration at IUMAA for
potential donor recruitment

STRATEGY C. Increase donor stewardship
»Create and initiate at least 2 donor events per
semester
»Work with SCA and IU Foundation to recognize
donors, develop messaging and provide ongoing
communications with all donors
»Ensure that every donor is thanked and kept abreast
of museum activities

Objective 7.4 Expand earned income
possibilities
STRATEGY A. Develop business plan for the
museum store
STRATEGY B. Develop business plan for museum
facility rentals
»Assess current museum facility rental revenue and
operations
»Review operations of other facility rental venues in
community

STRATEGY C. Review possibilities for increasing
and expanding licensing revenue

P R I O R I T Y 8 . P R O F ES S I O N A L I S M : CONDUCT ALL MUSEUM ACTIVITIES
E T H I C A L LY, C R E A T I V E LY, T H O U G H T F U L LY, U S I N G H I G H E S T S T A N D A R D S .

IUMAA stands as a public-facing institution representing Indiana University and the IUB
campus to visitors from around the world. To that end, the museum is committed to
maintaining the highest level of professional and academic standards in its work. Additionally,
as a public trust institution, the museum is also committed to maintain legal requirements of
statutory law and ethical standards set forth by a number of professional and academic
organizations and entities.
Objective 8.1 Plan and execute institutional
merger of GBL and MMWC
STRATEGY A. Establish Mission/Vision/Values
for IUMAA
»Obtain governing authority approval of Mission/
Vision/Values Statement
»Review, revise, edit, integrate or create new policies
and procedures for IUMAA

STRATEGY B. Create digital infrastructure that
merges the two units
»Integrate the GBL and MMWC drives into one IUMAA
G drive
»Develop and maintain a IUMAA website

STRATEGY C. Gain control of our building and
spaces
»Obtain control of auditorium (GL101) to decrease
student loitering
»Institute improved security throughout the three
building complex

Objective 8.2 Integrate GBL/MMWC staﬀ
into unified IUMAA team
STRATEGY A. Finalize Organizational Chart and
job responsibilities
»Review current job descriptions, expectations, and
responsibilities
»Determine hiring needs for current and future
IUMAA staﬃng levels

STRATEGY B. Institute IUMAA culture that is
introspective and continually strives to improve
»Establish yearly expectations and goals for staﬀ that
reflect strategic priorities
»Integrate Strategic Plan with Action Plans and
individual position job expectations
»Establish annual performance review process for
IUMAA staﬀ
»Set expectations and provide training for workplace

communications, ethics, and cultural climate
»Review and promote IU Workplace training
opportunities
»Promote awareness of Statement on Diversity and
Inclusion, ADA, Title IX, Conflict of Interest, equity,
and other staﬀ responsibilities
»Ensure all supervisory staﬀ have completed
supervisor training oﬀered by IU
»Initiate Team Building workshops with IU Human
Resources

STRATEGY C. Provide professional development
opportunities for staﬀ
»Identify professional development goals
»Create system for appropriate training modules and
certifications
»Identify funding opportunities to facilitate staﬀ
conference participation

Objective 8.3 Maintain and enhance
professional recognition among museum
peers
STRATEGY A. Achieve reaccreditation by
American Alliance of Museums (AAM)
»Apply for self-study and complete within a
12-month period
»Submit self-study to AAM and request
peer evaluation

STRATEGY B. Share museum’s work and
achievements with peers
»Encourage staﬀ publications in museum-based
journals and other venues
»Use social media and website to consistently share
successes and event information

Objective 8.4 Establish Advisory
Committee for guidance and feedback on
museum activities
STRATEGY A. Establish role of Advisory

Committee within governance structure of the
museum and the delegation of authority
»Hold regular meeting to discuss museum issues and
share information with Advisory Committee

Objective 8.5 Utilize Strategic Plan as
guiding document for IUMAA
STRATEGY A. Ensure that Strategic Plan is
current and reflective of IUMAA and its role
»Establish timelines for ongoing review and revision of
Strategic Plan
»Align with IU Strategic Plan, IU Bloomington
Strategic Plan, and OVPR Strategic Plan
»Integrate with Action Plan and and staﬀ job
expectations

Staﬀ
Assistant Registrar: Emily Bryant
Finance Manager: Shelly Clark
Post-Doctoral Research Scientist: Christina Friberg
Library and Information Specialist: Kelsey Grimm
Registrar: Terry Harley-Wilson
Head of Programs and Education: Sarah Junk Hatcher
Oﬃce and Project Coordinator: Rose Hessert
Assistant Director: Judith Kirk
Custodian: Jay O'Shea
Curator of Archaeology: Melody Pope
Preparator: Mark Price
Exhibits and Education Assistant: Sarah Rosenkrans
Chief Curator: Ellen Sieber
Manager of Exhibits: Matthew Sieber
Director of Glenn Black Research Lab: April Sievert
Archaeology Collections Manager: Jennifer St. Germain
Facilities Manager: Kelly Wherley
Executive Director: Ed Herrmann
Director Emeritus: Geoﬀ Conrad
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